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INTRODUCTION
The number of constructed wetlands (CWs) as water protection measures against
diffuse pollution from agriculture is anticipated to grow in the near future in Finland.
For this need, the latest scientific and experiential knowledge was compiled as
renewed planning guidelines. In this project, the objectives were to i) present the
principles and criteria for CWs in regional generic planning and ii) formulate detailed
design and dimensioning guidelines of multipurpose-CWs for planners. The project
was jointly implemented with Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) and Southwest
Finland Regional Environment Centre (SWREC) and funded by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry. SWREC was responsible for the part of regional generic
planning and SYKE for that of technical design and dimensioning. In this poster, the
main topics of the latter publication are dealt with.

OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS
OF MULTIPURPOSE CWs
The objectives of the guidelines were to present
● fundamentals for siting of CWs in watersheds
● criteria for high-quality CW plans
● ideas and concepts how to reconcile different goals
● requirements of construction in the planning process
The benefits of multipurpose CWs include
● improved downstream water quality
● increased habitats for birdlife
● improved landscape
● possibilities for hunting and fish/crab cultivation
● recreational use
● flood protection
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Fig. 1. Well-planned CWs enliven landscape (left) and provide habitat for birdlife,
e.g. wood sandpipers (right).

RECONCILIATION OF THE VARIOUS GOALS
OF MULTIPURPOSE CWs
The drainage of the cultivated fields should not jeopardised by the increased water
tables due to CWs. Thus, the drainage requirements, channel restoration and water
protection measures should be planned as a well balanced whole where all the
interests are taken into account. Here, landscape design is a very important issue
because a visually attractive result not only increases the value of the area for
the landowner but also will readily gain the acceptance of local people. Although
vegetation is typically formed naturally in CWs, it is possible to seed and transplant
desired species in CWs to improve its nutrient retention capability, landscape value
or value as a habitat. Many animals thrive in CWs, but arguably their most visible and
desired denizens are birds. Indeed, bird-watching is one of the main interests that
local people usually take with CWs. In some cases CWs may be intended in brooks
where fish come to spawn. According to water legislation the natural moving of fish
should not be inhibited, which must taken into account in planning. On the other
hand, CWs can be used for fish or crab cultivation.

CW PLANNING PROCESS – FROM GENERIC
PLANNING TO IMPLEMENTATION
Cost-efficiency of the agricultural subsidies can be greatly improved by systematic
prioritizing and siting of CWs and other agri-environmental measures. The planning
process consists of
● the first selection of potential CW sites in generic planning
● selection of the naturally most suitable places where CWs can be made by
damming with little excavation and earth-moving
● checking the loading potential of the above watershed; the share of arable land
should be as high as possible, at least 20%
● determination of the CW area; it should be as large as possible, at least 1% of the
above watershed

CRITERIA FOR WELL-DIMENSIONED
AND HYDRAULICALLY EFFICIENT CW
The central factor in CW dimensioning is the residence time of water (WRT). When
WRT is long enough, the retention processes have time to influence effectively.
Because a big part of annual loading occurs during the flood periods, WRT should
be long also then. Hence, we recommend that the dimensioning of Cws should be
based on typical annual maximum flow (MHQ) and that the CW-to-watershed area
ratio should be as large as feasibly possible.
The efficiency of a CW does not only depend on CW-to-watershed area
ratio but also on hydraulic efficiency, i.e. on how efficiently the through-flowing
water utilizes the CW volume. Short-circuiting of flow leaves large CW areas idle
in terms of water purifying processes and shortens the WRT of main flow. A good
way of increasing the hydraulic efficiency is to make the flow path long by e.g.
creating spits of land to direct the flow through a CW. For example, according to
2-D model runs made in the experimental Hovi CW (see Fig. 2) they increased
the hydraulic efficiency number from 0.24 to 0.65. Other good design elements
that decelerate flow and distribute it evenly to whole width of a CW are
● a deep pond-part in the beginning of a CW
● a levelling terrace in the middle of a CW
● vegetation zones tranverse to flow path
● islets in the middle of the flow path

Fig. 2. A schematic map of the
Hovi CW in southern Finland.
Note the spits of land and the
vegetation zone transverse to
flow path.

CONCLUSIONS
In autumn 2007, some of the authors of the presented guidebook will start a
training course for CW planners. In the course, the principles of environmental river
engineering will be emphasized. Part of this concept is that while local field drainage
will may be very efficient, the channels of the basic drainage are engineered not
only to transport water but also to retain nutrients, attenuate floods and increase
biodiversity.
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